
INTERNET EMPIRE  

Will New Governments Be Formed through the Internet? 

1. What is the Revolution About?  
A. Unity vs. Division: Because the power to dominate exists originally, it can only be mitigated through 

a complete unity of the people, i.e., a public commitment that nobody is left behind.  Otherwise 
dominators will divide and conquer.  
i. Unity must recognize the self-recognition of awakened human beings—that is, freedom. 
ii. Yet some must be dominated in the current economic paradigm (which is still the original 

paradigm of human labor supporting a commodity exchange economy). 
iii. The applicable solution is to robotize. 
iv. Unity requires widespread ownership of the robots. 

B. Rights vs. Obligations: Overemphasis on the public principle of unity (from each according to his 
ability, to each according to his need) will lead to an anomie of purpose and drive. 
i. Will the surplus use of robots (and other social power in our newly-empowered society) be 

tied to obligations of an aristocratic type (the obligation to properly govern)?  (In contrast to 
market distribution of surplus power.)  Model of Star Trek world.   

ii. Goal of the Aristocratic Function 
a) To put the individual at the center of our governmental solar system. 

A. But the individual doing what? 
B. For what reason? 

b) Absolute Necessity of Decision: There cannot be a unity without a central star, a central 
definition of a goal. 

c) No Decision Is Possible 
A. Life has no purpose beyond reproduction. 
B. Any other goal is wildly hypothetical, debatable, and opposable. 

C. Purpose of Revolution a Mystery 
i. The revolution can only postulate a placeholder for this mystery. 
ii. It can create at most a symbol from which radiate subservient purposes: 

a) Beauty 
b) Novelty 
c) Knowledge 
d) Style 
e) Art 
f) Pleasure 
g) Flourishing 

iii. The beginning symbol we’ll call “Love & Peace” (picking up where the last revolution left 
off). 

D. The Game Will Begin Regardless 
i. The internet is an emergent awareness (even if contingent and dependent). 
ii. History has been building to more and more awareness (at least among an elite). 

 
2. Empire As Dramaturgical Analysis of Government 

A. Analysis and creation will collide. 
i. Organization will be around the creation of a worldwide movie 

a) Writers, directors, producers as prophets and priests of new mytho-political paradigm 
b) Actors will constitute a new aristocracy  

ii. Further division and definition will be harbinger of greater functionality 
iii. Necessity of miraculous talent/genius not negated 
iv. Collapse built in as fractal geometry; new plots, new conflicts, new resolutions in layered 



hierarchies of scale, relevance 
B. Molecularization of “Show As Government” and “Government of Show” will provide structure. 

i. Criteria: What will replace Max Weber’s “Calvinist predestination as criteria for capitalist 
structure” in our new paradigm of “Power as Show”?  Simple declaration of rule? (This may 
be first iteration.) 

ii. Localities 
a) Geographical 

• Floating coherence – ranks and categories linked geographically in real time 
• Rigid localities – ruling rights and judiciary powers in fixed localities; counties 

b) Virtual 
• Apple 
• Google 
• Samsung 
• Elites and advance guards 

c) Symbolic 
• Memes will signify “purpose” (transient placeholders for the mystery) 
• Ad hoc symbols and ranks – on uniforms? 
• Universal qualifiers – worldwide symbol(s) will be either unitary, binary, or more 

(reference models: Microsoft vs. Apple, Android vs. Apple, etc.) 
iii. Virtual Money 
iv. Interaction with Standard Governments 

a) Commercial contracts may suffice at first 
b) Governments may adapt or modify new structures and relationships 

v. Ritual 
a) Emile Durkheim’s religious stability applied to show structure 
b) Archiving and focusing of individual lives (such as has been done with bar mitzvah, 

weddings, graduations, etc.) along new mythico-political paradigms 
 

3. Technology and Its Discontents 

i. Total Surveillance 
a) Personal and public protection 

• Mobile roaming – body-worn cameras, internet-connected 
• Environmental cameras 

ü Static 
ü Camera crews – movie-making emporiums 

ii. Privacy 
a) Rules will define the show first, government later 
b) Essential function of the new consciousness 
 

4. Social Control 
i. Social control theories 

a) Youth 
b) Maturity 

ii. Functions 
a) attachment 
b) commitment – valued relationships 
c) involvement – prosocial, not idle (beyond Facebook) 
d) belief 

• comedy 
• mystery 


